SITE TERMS OF USE
These terms and conditions of use of the site (“Terms of Use”) govern your use of Site hosted at https://
www.insalarte.it/ (“Site”). The Site is owned and managed By OrtoRomi Società Cooperativa Agricola,
with registered offices in Via Piovega 55 Borgoricco (PD), Italy,(“OrtoRomi”), Italy.
In welcoming you on our Site, we encourage you to read these Terms of Use carefully before proceeding
with the access or use of the Site. These Terms of Use are being applied to all visitors and / or all users
of the Site. By accessing or using the Confirmed Website you agree with these Terms of Use and express
your will to be bound by them. If you do not agree with these Terms of Use, you will not be able to use
this site and we therefore invite you to discontinue immediately the use of it.

FUNCTIONALITY AND PURPOSE OF THE SITE
We use our Site to promote and provide information about OrtoRomi products and initiatives regarding
the brand Insal’arte and to help you to find information about an OrtoRomi.
Specific sections of our site may provide further functionality. For example, they allow users to submit
requests for information or to require the submission of bulletins related to Insal’arte products and
initiatives, as well as participate in promotional initiatives promoted by OrtoRomi in connection with the
products and the Insal’arte brand.

OUR PRIVACY POLICY AND COOKIES
The access to some section of the Site, as well as the use of some features of the Site, such as
information request or the sending of newsletters, may entail the collection and processing of some of
your personal information. For general information about the processing of personal data by
OrtoRomi through the Site, including cookies, please read our Policy about
Privacy and Cookies. Please acknowledge and agree that communications made over the Internet are
never completely confidential and confident and understand that any information or message Sent to
the site may be read or intercepted by subjects different from the legitimate recipients, even in presence
of any alerts that specify that a particular broadcast is encrypted. If you don’t agree with our privacy
policies and / or do not intend to accept them, we will invite you to cease Immediately the use of our Site.

INFORMATION CONCERNING OUR PRODUCTS
OrtoRomi undertakes in reasonable terms to ensure that the information available on the Site is
Accurate and constantly updated. However, OrtoRomi does not recognize any guarantee of correctness,
completeness, accuracy or
Current of information on the Site, including, for example, descriptions of products or any eventualities.
Price indications. As for the products presented on the Site, we used ours
Best effort to make the appearance, and in particular the colors, of our products presented on the Site
are displayed in the most realistic way possible.
However, the appearance and colors used are intended as a mere indicative and exemplary title.
Furthermore,the look and colors that you actually see depend also on your own computer settings and
OrtoRomi can not guarantee that your computer will display our colors correctly.

Content and brand of OrtoRomi
All rights, titles, interests of the Site and any part of its content, including for example the software, HTML
code, and other computational codes contained in back-end and front-end components of the Site, the
Site’s user interface, the parts of text, graphics, scripts, artwork, photographs, images, drawings, as
well as all audiovisual materials and other materials that are incorporated into the Site (collectively, the
“OrtoRomi Content”) is owned by OrtoRomi.
All OrtoRomi Content is protected by National laws protecting intellectual property, including, for
example, copyright laws, patents, trademarks and other international laws and treaties on intellectual

property rights.
In addition, all trademarks, whether registered or not and / or possibly being registered, in Italy and
worldwide, the trade names, logos, brands and names of products used, displayed and otherwise
included in the Site are exclusively owned by OrtoRomi or their respective companies (“OrtoRomi
Trademarks”).
These Terms of Use do not confer any right or faculty to use the OrtoRomi Trademarks and we remember
that any use of OrtoRomi Trademarks is strictly forbidden.

The Rules for the Site Use
You are allowed to use the Site and the OrtoRomi Content exclusively for personal use without any
commercial purpose and in any case fully complies with the Terms of Use and all applicable law.
Please acknowledge and agree that you can not, and you can not allow third parties, or assist third
parties in:
A) copy, reproduce, publish, transmit, distribute, upload, publicly display,
encode, translate, modify the Site or OrtoRomi Content, create works derived from the Site or by
OrtoRomi’s Content, sell, licens, or otherwise distribute, in whole or in part, the Site or OrtoRomi Content,
for example through mirroring, framing, or linking mechanisms that postpone it any way to computers,
servers, third party sites.
B) Access or use the OrtoRomi Site or content for any commercial purpose, including any advertising
activity or generating revenue from advertising on sites, platforms, or telematic spaces.
C) Use any automatic or manual process to access, capture, consult,copy, query or monitor the Site,
OrtoRomi Content or parts them, and / or reproduce in any way the structure or appearance of the
OrtoRomi Site or Content and / or evade any copy protection device, to get hold of any material,
document or information made available to that end on the Site, such as for example deep-linking
mechanisms, pagescraping, robots, or spiders;
d) Access or attempt to access any part, section or feature of the Site, as well as for each systems or
networks connected to the Site or any OrtoRomi server that you are not allowed to access,through
hacking, password mining or any other illegal technology or means;
e) Verify or test the vulnerability of the Site or any other computer or connected computer network the
Site;
f) violate the security, security or authentication measures on the Site
g) conduct reverse look-up, tracking, or tracing any activity information about other users, site visitors or
any other customer, or similar activities;
h)exploit or use the Site, OrtoRomi Content, or any available service or information offered by or through
the Site for any unlawful or unenforceable purpose under these Terms of Use and exhort any third part to
impose any illegal activity and / or violate the rights of OrtoRomi or third partes;
i)perform any activity that involves an unreasonable or disproportionate burden on the infrastructure the
Website or any system or network connected to the Site;
l) use any device, software, mechanism or other technology able to interfe or attempt to interfere with
the proper functioning of the Site, with any operation that the Site is performing or with the use of the
Site by any subject.
OrtoRomi will reserves the right to terminate or suspend your access or use of the site without any
notice, if we reasonably believe that you have violated the Terms of Use or consider such necessary
measure for security reasons.

Third Parties Content
The Site may include, use, or view third-parties content, public information
Public and / or links to external sites or web pages managed by third parties (“Third Parties Content”).
In these cases, OrtoRomi does not exercise any control or monitoring on Third Parties Content and
therefore does not assume
any responsibility for the accuracy, security or reliability of Third Parties Content and can not ensure that
such Third Parties Contents are virus free or other functionality able to damage the data and / or the
goods of the users.
Any links or references to Third Parties Content linked to the Site are neither represented nor can be
interpreted in any way as an endorsement
By OrtoRoms of Third Paries Content that is the subject of its link or reference.
The acess to any Third Parties Content is made at your own risk and OrtoRomi declines any liability
concerning any loss or damage you may incur (including, for example, any loss or damage to your
computer equipment, hardware, or software) related to access, use, affiliation on any Third Parties
Content that is caused by or related to any purchase of products or services made available on the
third Parties Content.In the case of access to such Third parties Content, OrtoRomi invites you to view
immediately the terms and conditions of use of them.

Guarantees
Please acknowledge and agree that use of the Site is at your own risk and you may assume the full
and exclusive responsibility for your use of the Site and Third Parties Content. OrtoRomi adopts all
the necessary measures to reduce the risk that the Site and the Content contain viruses and defects.
However, OrtoRomi can not guarantee that, when accessing or using it, your IT equipment, hardware
or software and data generated or stored by your computer hardware or your computer software
will not be damaged, will not be lost or will not be negatively influenced. You are responsible for the
predisposition of computer technology and telecommunications needed to access the Site as well as
acquire the necessary skills to access the Site and the OrtoRomi Content and to use them, and to bear
the related costs and expenses.
Furthermore, OrtoRomi recognizes no guarantee that the Site, including its OrtoRomi Content, Services
and functionality, will be free of any interruption, and that any defects found in it will be correct or that
your use of the Site will produce any specific results. The Site and Contents of OrtoRomi are provided in
the state they are in and as they are available. OrtoRomi, also, does not recognize Any warranty, express
or implied, including any guarantee of accuracy, completeness, or otherwise violation of third parties
rights, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

Limited responsability
In the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, OrtoRomi will not be be liable to you or to any
third parties for any damage or loss arising from use the Site and / or the OrtoRomi Content or any
information contained in the Site or Products possibly presented through the same, including for
example all liability cases:
a)data loss or damage;
b)It, hardware and software loss or demage;
c)loss or damage that could be provided by you or by us That you did not notify us could happen in case
of our violation of Terms of Use or our legal duties
Of diligence about you;
d) Loss or damage immediately as a consequence of your failure to adopt
Reasonable precautions against such losses or damage, for example by installing an adequate antivirus.
OrtoRomi also declines any liability for any indirect damages, including, but not limited to, the costs
incurred as a result of loss of business opportunities, customers, data, or any other loss of intangible
assets
Arising out of the use of the Site or by the inability to use it or the trust placed in the information

rendered directly or indirectly available on the Site. In any case, no Terms of Use Forecast Excludes or
limits OrtoRomi’s liability to you in case of serious or forfeit or any other liability under the applicable law
can not be excluded or limited.
By using the Site, you agree with, in the event of any dissatisfaction with the Site, any part thereof or
any product or service that may be provided by it, or a clause of the present terms of Use, the only and
exclusive remedy available to you, is to stop using the Site.
OrtoRomi declines any responsibility for acts, omissions and behaviors of third parties in connection with
the use of the Site on your part, including, but not limited to, any liability regarding content, information,
third parties statements made available on or through the Website, including violation of intellectual
property, privacy, Obscenity or other applicable law.
Please accept to hold OrtoRomi out from any legal action, claim, claim by third parties and related
damages and expenses related to your irregular use of the Site and / or OrtoRomi Content.

Terms of Use Changes
OrtoRomi reserves the right to modify, review, add or remove part of the Terms of Use updating this
document at any time and without notice. These changes of
Terms of Use will be comunicated by posting a notice on the Site. We therefore invite you to take
periodically view the Terms of Use. If you do not accept any of these changes you have to
Stop accessing or using the Site; Using the site after publishing of changes represents accepting the
changes themselves.

General Clauses
These Terms of Use are governed by Italian law and shall be interpreted in accordance with the
same. The Foro di Milano (Italy) will have exclusive jurisdiction for all disputes arising from connected
with the use of the Site and / or Terms of Use, without prejudice to any rights possibly attributed by the
law to institute legal proceedings at the place of residence or residence Habitual residence of users.
In the event of any of the provisions these Terms of Use Is deemed unlawful, invalid or unenforceable, this
estimate will be amended to a minimum
Necessary to make it lawful, valid, or applicable, and the remaining forecasts will remain full Validity and
effectiveness. These Terms of Use constitute the overall agreement between you and OrtoRomi Relative
to the object of the same. All the predictions under these Terms of Use are applied in the
Maximum extent permitted by applicable law. Specifically, if you access the Site and / or use it as
consumers, the rights that you have under the law in your favor will not have any limitation.

